BUILD A REBEL BASE

Home is wherever a rebel lays their helmet. The Rebel Alliance is always on the run from the Empire, having to move on every time they're discovered. They are always on the lookout for their next base, so why not build them one?

Builder's Tip
Use tiles for the floor, to give a smooth look. Jumper plates allow you to easily move the minifigures around or rearrange the furniture.

Hey! You moved bases without telling me!

AT HOME WITH THE REBELS
A Rebellion requires a nerve centre. Build machinery for a technical advantage over the enemy, but remember, an army marches on its stomach – so perhaps you should squeeze in a food station, too?

Can you imagine owning a landspeeder like Luke’s and zipping around, just above the ground? Make it a reality by building the landspeeder of your dreams out of LEGO bricks. Will yours have an open top or closed cockpit? Will it be small and nimble or big enough for a family? The sky’s the limit!

Good to Go
The base could be discovered by the Empire at any time. Build modular pieces that are easy to move, so the crew can pack up at a moment’s notice and start again elsewhere.

BUILD YOUR OWN LANDSPEEDER

DESIGN YOUR OWN LANDSPEEDER

Once you’ve built your Rebel base, have a go at creating an outpost for the evil Empire!

Suitable for 7-11 years

Content from: LEGO Star Wars Ideas
Available now
After Luke Skywalker becomes one with the Force, General Leia Organa takes over Rey’s Jedi training. When the Resistance learns of a First Order threat, Leia gives Rey permission to look for clues on the planet Pasaana in order to stop the First Order. Rey’s minifigure is dressed for desert conditions with all-new torso and leg printings.

**DATA FILE**

**YEAR:** 2019  
**FIRST SET:** 75250  
**Pasaana Speeder Chase**  
**NO. OF SETS:** 1  
**PIECES:** 4  
**ACCESSORIES:** Blue lightsaber  
**APPEARANCES:** IX

After the death of Supreme Leader Snoke, Snoke’s apprentice, Kylo Ren, becomes the Supreme Leader of the First Order. Completely loyal to the dark side of the Force, Ren will stop at nothing to maintain absolute power. His minifigure in Kylo Ren’s Shuttle (set 75256) demands allegiance with his restored Knights of Ren helmet and impressive black cloak.

**DATA FILE**

**YEAR:** 2019  
**FIRST SET:** 75256  
**Kylo Ren’s Shuttle**  
**NO. OF SETS:** 1  
**PIECES:** 5  
**ACCESSORIES:** Red crossguard lightsaber  
**APPEARANCES:** IX

---

**Rey**  
**JEDI STUDENT**

- **Furrowed brow**  
  Rey’s double-sided head appears with all of her minifigures to date. The printed wrinkle between her eyebrows shows that she is often in worrying situations.

- **Capellet printing extends to legs**

- **New printing shows cropped trousers**

**Transport speeder**  
Rey and astromech droid BB-8 speed around Pasaana on this skimmer. Can they outrun the First Order treadspeeder that comes with this set?

**Mark showing where helmet has been repaired**

**Cloak also appears with Kylo Ren’s minifigure in set 75179**

**Lightsaber blade can be removed from the hilt**

**Printing shows Rey’s freckles**

**Bindings keep out sun and sand on the desert world of Pasaana**

**Lightsaber blade can be removed from the hilt**

**Kylo Ren**  
**SUPREME LEADER**

- **Hard hat**  
  In Star Wars: The Last Jedi, Kylo Ren breaks his helmet after becoming angry. Although it has been repaired, the helmet doesn’t look quite the same. Printing shows where the minifigure’s helmet is rejoined.

- **SUPREME LEADER**
- **Kylo Ren**

**Furrowed brow**  
Rey’s double-sided head appears with all of her minifigures to date. The printed wrinkle between her eyebrows shows that she is often in worrying situations.

- **Light**

**Command shuttle**  
Supreme Leader Kylo Ren travels around the galaxy in his trusted shuttle. In Kylo Ren’s Shuttle (set 75256), he can scare off Resistance fighters with spring-loaded shooters.

**Transport speeder**  
Rey and astromech droid BB-8 speed around Pasaana on this skimmer. Can they outrun the First Order treadspeeder that comes with this set?

---

Content from: LEGO Star Wars Character Encyclopedia New Edition  
Available now